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Abstract

The euro area sovereign debt crisis is characterized by a simultaneous surge in the
cost of borrowing for peripheral EMU countries following the Greek debt-trouble in
2008. We develop a model with optimal default and monetary-union exit decisions of a
small open economy. Our model can account for the behavior of sovereign bond spreads
in the eurozone with the arrival of the news of Greece potentially exiting the euro in the
near future. In our theoretical framework, belonging to the monetary-union entails a
strong exchange rate peg, which can be abandoned only if the country exits the union.
Exit is costly and the cost of exit remains unknown until the first country leaves the
union. The theoretical mechanism we explore reveals that while a high expected exit-
cost could improve the credibility of a monetary union, uncertainty governing exit-cost
realizations could make the monetary-union members prone to surges in interest rates
when rumors of a member state exiting arise. We solve the model numerically and
quantify that a Grexit-rumors type of shock can triple the default likelihood of an
a-priori financially healthy member state. Our framework thus provides a novel and
quantitatively important explanation for the eurozone crisis.
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